Athlet Contract for 5th Hellhill Cup in Stonelifting

This letter confir ms the ar rangements agr eed between the organiser,
Spor tstudio Vitalis and the contestant:___________________________ regarding
the participation in the competition, Hellhill Cup “Black Series”, taking place at
Waldschlösslstraße 12 / 93453 Neukirchen b. Hl. Blut.

DATES
Contestant must not arrive later than, 26.04.2008. Further contestant has to infor m the
organiser of any possible injury or hindrance within 2 weeks before the competition.

EXPENSES
Spor tstudio Vitalis will not take care of reasonable and necessary travel or lodging
expenses, concerning the competition.

EVENTS
International rules will count for the competition. You will be infor med of those
rules the day before the competition. There´ll be a qualification, which takes place on
26.04.2008 at 10 o'clock. All athletes have to ar r ive at Spor tstudio Vitalis till 9.30
o' clock. Start is at 10 o'clock on time, anyone, who´s not there will be disqualified .
Every athlete has to pay 20 Euro start fee right at weighing.
Qualification rules:
85 kg and till 100 kg
110 kg and more than 110 kg
Newcomer
Women

200 kg / 1 meter
225 kg / 1 meter
200 kg / not determined up to now
125 kg / not determined up to now

The number of contestants in every class is limited to 12 to 15 athletes.
If mor e than 15 athletes should have 1 meter within qualification, the weight will be
raise 25kg each time.
Every athlete has 2 attempts, which must be completed within 1 minute.
Also in the final but only at the first weight  254 kg.

PRICE MONEY
1st
2nd
3rd

1500 €
750 €
500 €

Price money comes only within athletsclasses;
Newcomer & Womens class get certificates
and trophies.

INJ URIES AND INSURANCE
The contestant agrees that he will personally bear all consequences of any
injury, which he may suffer as a result of his participation in the
competition, including all losses, costs and expenses, which the contestant may sustained
as result of any such injury.
Contestant hereby expressly releases Spor tstudio Vitalis, their servants, agents,
employees, contractor s and other personal or legal entities involved in the contest from
any actions, claims, liabilities, losses, costs or expenses, whichmight arise from any
injury.
The contestant further under stands, that Spor tstudio Vitalis as the organiser will not
pay and is not to be held responsible for the costs of any treatment that may be required
because of an injury which occured during the competition, and that the contestant is
the only person liable and responsible for that.

ADVERTISING AND RIGHTS
Spor tstudio Vitalis has the right to use contestants name and pictures or other media
for the promotion of the event. Contestant agrees to participate in promotional activities
as requested by Spor tstudio Vitalis in associated with the competition.
The contestant further agrees to participate in interviews with the television. The
Spor tstudio Vitalis records the competition and will broadcast it as a program or sell
it, without any payment and without any other agreement from the contestants.
Each of the events sponsors are entitled to use any pictures or other media taken
from the event for its own promotional purposes without agreement or payment to
contestants.

BEST EFFORTS AND DECISIONS
The contestant will participate in the competition in a diligent and
conscientious manner, obey the contest officer s order s, and recognise and accept the
refer ees decisions.
Spor tstudio Vitalis has the rights to preclude the contestant from the
competition, if the contestant impairs Spor tstudio Vitalis in any way before, during
or after the competition.

DRUGS
Spor tstudio Vitalis will not accept the abusive use of per formance enhancing drugs.
Any contestant caught using such drugs during this contest will be disqualified. The laws
for anabolic and other hard drugs are very straight, please do not bring them over, you
might get sentenced.

CANCELLATION OF EVENT
If the competition does not take place because of any reason, this agreement shall
ter minate without any liability for either party.

PLEASE SIGN EACH PAGE AND SEND IT BACK till 14.04.2008
by Fax: 00499947 / 2441
or right at:

Spor tstudio Vitalis
Waldschlößlstr aße 12
93453 Neukir chen b. Hl. Blut
It is essential, before signing this agreement, that you have read and
understood its terms.
I have understood and accepted this agreement and its terms.

ATHLETE SIGNATURE AND DATE :
_________________________________________________________________

